IBUS ATHENS COURSE
MULTIMODALITY BREAST IMAGING AND IMAGE-GUIDED INTERVENTION COURSE

JUNE 16th - 18th, 2022
Course Venue IASO

A three-day teaching programme with Lectures Interactive Sessions and “Hands-on” Practical Workshops

An application has been made to EACCME-CPD for accreditation
Can be converted to AMA PRA category 1 credit by USA participants

FACULTY

ARIBAL E. (TK) GIANNOULIS K. (GR) MALTAMPE V. (CY)
BAMBER J.C. (UK) GIASSAS ST. (GR) PETINELLIS E. (GR)
BASKO D. (UK) KOTTEAS E. (GR) XEPAPADAKIS GR. (GR)
DURANTE E. (IT) KOUFOUDAKIS D. (CY) VOURTSIS A. (GR)
FOSTIRA FL. (GR) MARAGKOUTAKIS E. (GR) YIALLOUROU A. (CY)
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